
8:00pm-8:30pm 

Minutes for Budgetary Committee Meeting 10/17/2016 

In Attendance:  
Aditi Krishnamurthy (Treasurer) 
Mohamed Ramy 
Olivia Mastrangelo 
Pierre-Alexander Low  
William Zaubler  
Daniel Njoo 
Jenine Shephard 
Jacob Silverman 
Jeremy Paula 
Yuko Nakano (Minute Taker) 
 
1. Riding Club requesting funding for transportation 

-requesting specifically $500 for transportation 
-Rep: can we check request of the club budget? 

-Aditi: even though they already requested and received funding for transportation, they may 

need more money 
-Aditi: we shouldn’t give money until club has maxed out its funds 
 -Rep: already has funds under transportation that hasn’t been maxed out yet 
 
2. Peer Advocates of Sexual Respect requesting funding for event 
-continuation of discussion from past meeting 
-Peer Advocates of Sexual Respect wanted to come to BC to fund the rest for the honorarium  
 -half has already been paid  
-motion to fund half ($750) (7, 0, 0) 

 
3. WAMH requesting funding for event 
-performer DJ Relly Rell from local radio station ($600 honorarium) 
-guideline of up to $500 honorarium for external DJ 
-Rep: can we just separate the accommodation and honorarium cost? because DJ reallocates honorarium 

funds for a hotel for himself 
-Jacob: we can fund up to $500 for DJ and $150 for hotel? 
-makes sense to have a DJ at this event because everything else has already been funded for 
-Pierre: any other costs that haven’t been accounted for yet?  
 Rep: no 
-Pierre: can you figure out how much the honorarium costs and his accommodation costs in time for the 

event on 11/4 (Fri.)? 
-Aditi: can we approve budget by Monday?  
 -Paul/Rep: yes 

-motion to table (8, 0, 0) 
 
4. Charles Drew Health Professional Society requesting funding for conference 
-it’s now $400 for tickets instead of $500, because we’re only taking 4 people 
-two nights in hotel ($150 per night, one room for four people) 
-motion to amend previous request and fund in full (8, 0, 0) 

-also, another conference, Middle Eastern Studies Conference, 3 people interested, 3 nights  
 -Aditi: publicize conference first to see how many people will show up 
 -Aditi: are these the same 3 people who are going to the first conference?  



  -Rep: no  
-publicity for both conferences, $30 
 -motion to fund (5, 0, 3) 
 

5. WAMH requesting funding for event publicity 
-publicity for Cardi B event 

-motion to fund (8, 0, 0) 
 
6. Amherst College Water Polo requesting funding for competition 
-Nationals 10/29 (Sat.)- 10/31 (Sun.), family weekend 
-hotels: $600 for 15 people 
-motion to fund (8, 0, 0) 
 
7. Green Athletics Committee requesting funding for equipment 
-purchase reusable red Solo cups for students and alumni for Homecoming 
-Aditi: can’t fund giveaways, but Senate funds can get around that BC guideline  

 
8. WAMH requesting funding for event 
-continuation of previous discussion, confirmed that DJ Relly Rell is $500 honorarium 
-and one normal hotel room, $150 for one night 
-motion to fund (8, 0, 0) 

 
9. African Caribbean Student Union requesting information about funding 
-for Explosion event 
-Rep: is it possible for BC to fund extra cost of stage and add it on to budget fund? 
-Aditi: if nothing to reallocate, then yes, please come back to officially request 
 

 


